DIRECTORATE GENERAL
FIRE SERVICE, HOME GUARDS & CIVIL DEFENCE, ODISHA
NUAPATNA, CUTTACK-753001
***
FORM-III

FIRE SAFETY CERTIFICATE

File No.C-488-2016

Certificate No. 152/FPW

Dated: - 10.08.2017

This Initial Certificate is valid for two years from the date of issue.
(Apply for renewal at least three months before expiry)

Certified that the G+1 floors school building of Odisha Adarsha Vidyalaya, At/Po-Champua,
Dist-Koéńjhar was inspected by officers of the Fire Service on 26.07.2016 and it is found fit for
occupancy or usage subject to compliance to the conditions as prescribed herein.

01. G+1 floors

Usage Educational

CONDITIONS:

1. Open Spaces of 06 mtrs. around the building shall be made hard surface. At least 02 Nos. of exits
having width of 1.50 mtrs. & accessibility on each floor shall be provided. Besides, provision of exit
signages & fire extinguishers shall be made in the building early.
2. Fire prevention and safety measures and appliances and means of access thereto etc of the building or
premises, should be maintained in best repairs and efficient working condition at all times for use by
the occupants or the members of the Fire Service or both in the event of outbreak of fire.
3. The setbacks, driveways, entrance/exits, staircases, lobbies, corridors and escape ways should not be
obstructed in any way nor any permanent or temporary structure or projections whatsoever be
constructed/made therein.
4. All staff and occupants should be trained periodically to make them well conversant in use and
operation of fire prevention and safety measures installed and emergency drills/rehearsals organized
at least once in six months by involving local Fire Station.
5. Photocopies of this Certificate should be framed and displayed at all conspicuous places in all
lobbies/corridors in all floors of all buildings/towers/blocks of this premises.

This issues with the approval of DGP, FS.

Memo No. 98287 /FPW
Copy to the Principal, Odisha Adarsha Vidyalaya, Champua, Dist-Koéńjhar for information.

Memo No. 98286 /FPW
Copy to the State Project Director, Odisha Adarsha Vidyalaya Sangathan, N-1/9, Nayapalli, Po-
Sainik School, Bhubaneswar-751005 for information please.

Memo No. 98289 /FPW
Copy to Fire Officer, Northern Range, Sambalpur / A.F.O, Keońjhar F.S for information.